Conventional collection libraries do not perform automatic collection-specific optimizations. Instead, performance-critical code using collections must be hand-optimized, leading to non-modular, brittle, and redundant code.
Introduction
In-memory collections of data often need efficient processing. For on-disk data, efficient processing is already provided by database management systems (DBMS), thanks to their query optimizers which support many optimizations specific to the domain of collections. However, moving inmemory data to DBMSs does not typically improve performance [10] , and query optimizers cannot be reused separately, since DBMSs are typically monolithic and their optimizers are deeply integrated. A few collection-specific optimizations, such as shortcut fusion [5] , are supported by compilers for purely functional languages such as Haskell, but the implementation techniques do not generalize to many other optimizations, such as support for indexes. In general, collection-specific optimizations are not supported by the general-purpose optimizers used by high-level (JIT) compilers. Therefore, when collection-related optimizations are needed, programmers perform them by hand.
Some optimizations are not hard to apply manually, but in many cases become applicable only after manual inlining [8] . But manual inlining modifies source code by combining distinct functions together, while often distinct functions should remain distinct to preserve modularity, for instance to separate different concerns or to allow reusing a code fragment. In this case, manual inlining will reduce modularity.
To sum up, developers have to choose between modularity and performance when writing queries. We propose instead an automatic optimizer supporting both inlining and collection-specific optimizations, combining performance and modularity. In particular, our optimizer automatically performs various collection-specific algebraic optimizations, such as map fusion, selection pushdown, automatic indexing and query unnesting. Some of these optimizations can reduce the complexity class of a query. Moreover, the optimizer supports general-purpose optimizations, such as inlining and various algebraic simplifications, to allow collection-specific optimizations to trigger more often. We show a few examples in the next subsection.
Motivating Example
Let us consider for instance map fusion, which combines multiple map operations to avoid intermediate results.
Consider this Scala function definition in module M1:
This code defines function firstPart which maps function λx.x + 1 on some collection of integers someColl. Suppose now that module M2 contains:
This code defines function secondPart which maps function λx.x + 2 on the result of M1.firstPart. We assume that these functions are part of different modules, for instance because they are related with different concerns and firstPart's implementation should be hidden behind an abstraction barrier. This code is inefficient: Executing this code will build a collection to represent the result of firstPart, and then consume it immediately to build a new collection; this interme-diate step is unnecessary and expensive. Moreover, we sum each number with first 1 and then 2; adding 3 directly would be faster.
To improve performance we can write, in module M2, just def secondPart = theColl.map(x ⇒ x + 3). However, this code combines code fragments which belong to different modules, which is undesirable in our example. An alternative would be to rely on an automatic optimizer. Automating this optimization requires inlining the call to firstPart (which in general might be a virtual call, hence resolved only at run-time) and then performing collection-specific optimizations (here, map fusion). While most general-purpose automatic optimizers can handle inlining, they cannot handle collection-specific optimizations: They do not understand the semantics of collections, and in general these optimizations require complex tracking of side effects, which must be avoided in programs using SQuOpt. Furthermore, inlining virtual calls is hard because virtual calls typically cannot be resolved statically, and hence they can only be inlined at run-time by JIT compilers. Hence, collection-specific optimizations like map fusion cannot be performed automatically by a typical optimizer, especially not by a compile-time one.
There are many other optimizations that are possible to improve performance, but that require implementation overhead or lead to nonmodular solutions; one example is maintaining indexes to speed up queries. Consider an address book application, which manipulates a collection of people. To find people by their name, this application will probably maintain an index mapping names to people. Each time a person is added or removed, both the collection of people and the index need to be updated: Keeping in sync these operations by hand is error-prone. Automatic index maintenance, as done by databases, would make such inconsistencies impossible, once again reconciling modularity and performance. This optimization is however not in scope for general-purpose optimizers: Among other things, converting a collection scan to an index lookup means synthesizing a different algorithm.
Our Solution
To provide automatic collection-specific optimizations and thus address these problems, we introduce SQUOPT, the Scala Query Optimizer, which consists of:
1. An embedded domain-specific language (EDSL) for queries on collections. This EDSL corresponds to the purely functional portion of the Scala collection API and inherits its advantages [7] . This EDSL can be regarded as a query language. As such, it subsumes naturally database concepts such as views, indexes (which become simply queries of dictionary type) and user-defined functions; being object-oriented, the language also naturally supports nested collections. Moreover, this EDSL is designed to be as close as possible to the standard Scala [9] to cope with operations on collections. Moreover, the produced program representation is fully typed and is easier to manipulate than the one used by LINQ [2] : Query operations are reduced to a small number of operators which are polymorphic over the collection type. Each included operator supports uniformly all appropriate collections included in the Scala library and any additional one implemented according to the same rules [7] . As a result, programs manipulating expression trees and new collection types can be added independently from one another.
A run-time compiler to convert queries to runnable code.
4. A run-time optimizer which transforms queries into faster ones before compilation. Since optimizations happens at run-time, handling virtual calls precisely is possible. Since the query representation represents faithfully the arguments of query operators, each optimization has all the information needed to verify that its side conditions apply. While the optimizer is not yet complete, the speedups it achieves are already promising, as detailed subsequently.
5. An indexing component, which allows creating indexes on collections manually (as in typical DBMSs) and applying them automatically. Thus query authors need not choose which indexes to use. Indexes are simply standard queries which use aggregation operators (groupBy) to build a dictionary. Since objects can contain other collections (that is, our data model is not relational like in relational databases but hierarchical), we use hierarchical indexes [1] .
6. A prototype implementation of incremental view maintenance, which will allow to materialize and update the results of any view, including indexes, so that the materialized results can be reused in other queries.
Our current implementation is available online. 1 Overall, our approach seems a promising solution to combine performance and modularity.
Initial evaluation
We are evaluating SQUOPT by re-implementing several code analyses of the Findbugs tool [6] and comparing performance of different implementations of the same query.
Our primary hypothesis is that it is possible to write more modular code while still getting good performance; a secondary hypothesis is that the optimizer removes the entire abstraction overhead introduced by writing modular codein other words, modular code should perform as well as the manually inlined and optimized version of the same code.
Another secondary hypothesis is that the optimizer recognizes when it can apply indexes, and that it can rewrite queries to use indexes where appropriate.
To evaluate these hypotheses, we choose code analyses from FindBugs through a mixture of convenience and random sampling, and we compare four variants of each analysis query.
1. We first implement the considered query in Scala using the standard collection library non-modularly, that is, as a single query. 2 This implementation is our performance baseline.
2. We split the considered query into different subqueries, trying to make each one reusable if possible. This implementation is more desirable, but potentially slower because it introduces abstraction overhead.
3. We copy and adapt the first variant to use our framework.
4. We copy and adapt the second variant to use our framework.
Moreover, we create indexes corresponding to the queries and evaluate whether they are used whenever appropriate, and what are the speedups. Currently we do not yet have modular variants for all queries. The current results suggest that the optimizer provides promising speedups and that it should be straightforward to extend it to remove remaining abstraction overheads. Results about indexing are also encouraging, with order-ofmagnitude speedups achieved by simply adding appropriate indexes. Overall, around half of the queries can be optimized, and speedups range from 2.5x to 2000x.
Threats to validity
Our first threat to validity is our selection of benchmarksin our case, the individual queries-because speedups are quite different depending on the particular query. We plan to address this by enlarging the benchmark suite and by investigating the choice of different benchmarks.
Since we measure runtime performance, we must deal with measurement error. To do so, we use rigorous benchmarking techniques [3] .
Our performance baseline is created by us and not externally validated; therefore, it might contain performance
